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Hello and thank you for buying this ebook called ‘Body Art’.
 
I hope that you will find the information helpful, useful and profitable.
 
It could easily be argued that body art is more popular than at any time in
history. In days long gone by, sailors were the most heavily tattooed sector
of society, but for decades now, that sector is the youth, which is a larger
group than those who put to sea.
 
Not only has actual tattooing found a wider demographic, but technology
has expanded the methods that can be employed to enhance our bodies.
Nowadays, for example, you can get a fake tattoo that will last a couple of
days for a special event. In a similar vein, women can be body-painted and
the casual observer would be forgiven for not seeing a naked lady.
 
This doesn’t work so well for men, for obvious reasons!
 
You can also get fake tans, hair dyes, and nail varnishes that can easily be 
applied at home. There are also teeth whitening, cheap wigs,  and coloured 
contact lenses available. Not to mention cheap sunglasses and fake glasses 
of numerous kinds.
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The ultimate form of body art is plastic surgery. Many ordinary people
aspire to plastic cut, tucks and nips these days – it is not only the privilege
of the rich and famous. In fact, some countries, like Thailand, offer holidays
that include plastic surgery (and other forms), so that your friends will
hardly recognise when you return from a month’s holiday!
 
In fact, with all the options for body art available on a typical Western high
street, no-one need look the same two days running!
 
The information in this ebook on various aspects of body art and related
subjects, such as piercing, body painting and tattoos, is organized into 18
chapters of about 500-600 words each.
 
I hope that it will interest those who like to write a diary and blog, or would
like to, plus webmasters who need content for their online publications.
 
So, as an added bonus, I am granting you permission to use the content on
your own website or in your own blogs and newsletter, although it is better
if you rewrite them in your own words first.
 
You may also split the book up and resell the articles. In fact, the only right
that you do not have is to resell or give away the book as it was delivered to
you.
 
If you have any feedback, please leave it with the company you bought this
book from.
 
Thanks again for purchasing this ebook,
 
Regards,
 

Owen Jones
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White Ink Tattoos
One of the latest crazes in tattooing is the white ink tattoo. White ink tattoos
are far less obtrusive than full colour or blue-black tattoos. They are a lot
more subtle, if you want to have a tattoo but you do not want it to be ‘in
everyone’s face’. Basically, a white ink tattoo looks as if the tattoo artist has
written it or drawn it with white chocolate
White ink tattoos are very fashionable these days and are very unusual.
Traditional blue-black tattoos often denoted membership of a club of gang.
Prisoners and members of violent gangs often wear or wore crude, simple
tattoos that they created with a needle and a bottle of ink.
Nowadays, many famous people, especially singers, have prominent
tattoos. More girls than ever before in the West have tattoos on the base of
their spine. Tribal tattoos are especially popular, although most people go
for the design that they like not one with a meaning that they agree with.
In fact, tattooing is one on the oldest forms of self-decoration. Oetzi, the Ice
Man, found in the Italian-Swiss Alps had tattoos and it is estimated that he
lived 5,300 years ago. Tattooing is probably even older than that. In Oetzi’s
case, it has been suggested that the tattoo artist used ink tattoos to mark
acupressure points.
Tattoos were used to denote status in the olden world - status in religion,
status in life, maturity, membership of a group, and other forms of status. I
once met a seventy year old Berber woman in Algeria who was covered
from head to foot with a tattooed network of beautiful raised brown lines.
Her son told me that she had won a beauty contest fifty years ago and that
part of the prize was the red ink tattoo, because then everyone would know
for the rest of her life that at one time she was the most beautiful woman in
the area.
In Thailand many older men have large tattoos on their chest and their back
‘to stop bullets and other weapons’. The belief that ink tattoos can confer
good luck or protection from evil is one of the main reasons for tribal
tattoos. They also showed membership of a group.
The white ink tattoo is the most recent development in this tradition. A
white ink tattoo on a pale skinned person is barely visible. It looks like a
raised layer of skin - a scar. However, a white ink tattoo on a dark-skinned



person can look like white chocolate writing on a dark-chocolate birthday
cake, which is very unusual and very effective.
A popular body art white ink tattoo looks like a network of beautiful Gothic
scars. A light, milky white tattoo also looks good as a wrist tattoo or a hand
tattoo.
Barcode Ta too
The barcode tattoo is another recent style development in the ever-evolving
world of body art. The barcode tattoo is a symbol of the modern world we
live in, but could be quite useful if the barcode tattoo gave your name,
social security number and blood group. If you were ever involved in a
serious accident, your barcode tattoo could save your life, if it is somewhere
prominent like your wrist or hand.
Tattooed Eyebrows
Body art and facial tattoos, including tattooed eyebrows are also
fashionable. Maybe it has something to do with Star Trek! Some women
use very subtle tattooing on their eyes as a form of permanent mascara. My
wife has tattooed eyebrows. They stand out as being unusual for a few
months, but later fade and blend into the face becoming less obtrusive. Or
maybe I have just become accustomed to her tattooed eyebrows.
Anchor Tattoos
Anchor tattoos are some of the oldest tattoos. Sailors and other sea-faring
folk used representations of the anchor to symbolize hope and stability.
Popeye the Sailor man has an anchor tattoo on his upper arm. An anchor on
a traditional Welsh Love Spoon meant: ‘I am home forever’. If you like
anchor tattoos, think about what an anchor means to someone in a small
boat on the sea.
Men’s Tattoos
There used to be a definite line where you could say, these are men’s tattoos
and these are women’s tattoos, but these distinctions are blurring. Anchor
tattoos are traditionally men’s tattoos because there were not many women
sailors. Women preferred ephemeral tattoos - patterns, butterflies and
flowers. Dragon tattoos were also traditionally men’s tattoos, but women
wear them too nowadays.
 
 



 



Barcode Tattoos
The barcode tattoo is one of the more modern custom tattoos. However,
there are problems with the typical bar code tattoo that are not immediately
apparent. They look like something out of a science fiction story. To start
with, barcode scanners are made to read quite precise codes and not all
barcode tattoos are drawn accurately enough to be scanned. This is not the
only potential problem with your lovely barcode tattoo though
Most people are interested in having a barcode tattoo as a custom barcode
memento of their personal details such as name, national security number or
and blood type. There is plenty of software available that will transform
your personal details into a barcode.
That is the least of your problems. if you are not worried about a
personalized, readable barcode then you can get a standard image from a
catalogue or use a temporary body decal bar code tattoo.
The biggest problem with a barcode tattoo is ‘creep’. A barcode consists of
vertical black or blue lines on a grid that can take 95 vertical lines. These
lines are quite close together, so as a tattoo blurs with age, it becomes
impossible for a barcode reader to read your barcode tattoo any longer.
If the tattoo is too small, the lines of ink run into each other over time,
which is quite normal. This happens with all tattoos sooner or later
depending on several factors such as where they are on the human body and
how old the wearer is and what condition he or she is in.
There are a few things you can try to overcome this natural phenomenon,
but most tattoo artists are not aware of the problem or do not understand
how to prevent it. The first thing to try is to enlarge the tattoo a little. Most
barcode tattoos are one-and-a-half to two inches wide, which is the standard
commercial size.
The problem is that this size barcode tattoo will blur quite quickly. The
tattoo artist should stretch the barcode tattoo to two-and-a-half inches wide.
However, making the tattoo wider than that will probably render it
unreadable to most scanners, because the beam is only accurate to 2.5”
wide.
The other thing that the tattoo artist, in conjunction with the customer, can
do is locate the tattoo on an area of skin that does not stretch or sag too



much. Flat, taut areas of the human body that do not have much fat under
them are the best. Therefore, the wrist, the foot, the ankle or calf and the
back are the best.
It is best to avoid ‘fatty’ or muscular areas like the upper arm and the neck
for barcode artwork, unless you are using a temporary body decal bar code.
Some people place their barcode tattoo on their ear or temple, which
normally works well enough for the young, although the ear is not really
large enough or flat enough to take a permanent readable barcode.
Who would have thought that so much science would go into getting a
simple, readable barcode tattoo?
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